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Do you work too hard and receive too little? Do you want to make and keep more money? Do you
want a huge edge in building a strong financial future for you and your family? Don’t you deserve it?
Then it’s time to take action and give yourself a gift you can use. It’s time to give yourself a gift that
can save you time and make you money. You deserve the advantage of Donald Trump’s Wealth
Builder’s Blueprint. The Wealth Builder's Blueprint includes: * DVD: Donald Trump: how to build
wealth The Trump Way * Audio CD 1: Mindset for Success: how to move powerfully and swiftly from
goals to results. * Audio CD 2: Money Mastery: how to make your money work for you. * Audio CD 3:
Powers of Persuasion: how to sell yourself, your ideas and anything else. * Audio CD 4: Career
Champion: how to climb the corporate ladder fast. * Audio CD 5: Own a Business -- and a Life: how
to create financial freedom as an entrepreneur. * Audio CD 6: Money While You Sleep: how to make
a fortune in real estate. * Personal Wealth Workbook: The Wealth Builder's Blueprint Workbook with
170 pages of powerful, hands-on, action-driven learning.
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Ƀ⁞₳⁞Ð Ƀ⁞Ǿ⁞Ɏ
Typical Trump. Some good stuff somewhere in here...but a lot of fluff also. Worth the money? No.
There is better for less.
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WinDImmortaL
The Cds, Dvd and workbook was in top condition. Pretty much close to brand new. I am more than
satisfied.
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Falya
This CD set is by far the best compilation of material amassed of how a business man should see the
world. I was skeptical at the high price of admit ion and thought that maybe it would be another one
of Trumps name dropping "I've done this," like his books. WOW I WAS DEAD WRONG. Trump
assembled a group of the best specialist and had them speak on what they know best. Your end
result is a masterpiece of knowledge on all subjects that are life changing and mindset changing. All
I can say is that I was not disappointed at any moment and would have gladly paid 3x the price of
admit ion! The information in this CD set is truly powerful, and a must have for anyone that wants to
strengthen there business character.
Only Con I have is that I wish I had found this CD set when it first came out a few years ago!
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Phalaken
This is the best example of how a big household name like Trump can be used to market and over
price products that are truly shameful and rubbish. I could not believe the contents of this Cds. I
thought higher of Mr. Trump's products before listening to these videos. I was fortunate enough to
resell it rapidly on Amazon's marketplace and did not loose much money. The name, the marketing
and the packaging will lead you to believe you are buying a great product, but honestly this is not. I
beleive this is my only one star review for an Amazon product in years, but this one, truly deserves
it. Two stars on it would be overselling its virtues! Very incompetent and over priced!
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Siralune
The Wealth Builder's Blueprint is a terrific product, jam-packed with wealth creation tips, tactics and
strategies from Donald Trump and his wealth creation team. If you're a Trump fan -- or if you like the
television show "The Apprentice" -- you'll love this product. Trump's DVD lays out his tips on how to
be successful, set the standard, never give up and create wealth. It's classic Trump: bold, pithy and
entertaining. Dolf de Roos (real estate), Jeff Burrows (entrepreneurs), Les Hewitt and Dr. Stephanie
Burns are also terrific on their CDs in this product. This would make a great gift for any Trump fan;
it's well worth checking out.
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Flocton
Mr Trump Christ McLeod is a fine observer of the world and one of the most bold leaders able to
change
for the better all the people really interested to live they're birthright to the pursuit of the health
wealth and happyness, no matter what the economics are throwing on us!
His ability to explain the basics of the economics and how the decisions are made in the most
adverse
bussiness conditions, is a wise decision to learn from the best and from the ones walk the talk with
proven results, and more important, still focus on winn-winn kind of the Art of the Deal!
With your permission, a touch of Mr Trump style to forewarn America about the issues at hand in
order to
get action and heal it properly instead make it a hard to deal with crisis...Presidential run 2005 He
get
in with the homeworks well done and share it with the people , in orde that they choose it fully
informed
about what's really going on!My personal opinion is that not the ability to colect other people money
make the
difference of a good president, but the ability to colect and use it for a healthy economic
development!
[...]
as Mr Trump has coined the common sense 42 quotes to get an insight on the most pressing issues
of America!
A good diagnostic in medical field may help to get the proper treatment, right?
America choosed Mr Clinton and Mr Trump set back from the run..this is what America got:
Clinton Yeltsin laugh bush humor
[...]
and the economic charts and the foundations the new world order is ruining and build on,
may get our attention as Obama pattern of the economic crisis the world goes deep into! [...]

bullying by the illegals and thiefers!
President Obama Roasts Donald Trump At White House Correspondents' Dinner
[...]
lead America to what it desearve?
[...]
and the common sense of the walk the talk in bussiness and life!
[...]
as Mr Kennedy said:
FELLOW AMERICANS!
DO NOT ASK YOURSELF WHAT AMERICA CAN DO FOR YOU
BUT ASK YOURSELF WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR AMERICA?
MAY START WITH THE JUSTICE?
Obama should not be President - Birth Certificate from Kenya - Congress should investigate this may be the PROOF - Where are the experts? Can anyone verify this?
Where is the media to investigate this?
This would absolutely be an UNCONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT
Is This Obama's Birth Certificate From Mombasa, Kenya?
Obama is NOT qualified to be our President and he sits in the White House illegally.
This is what Obama has spent almost $2M (so far) to hide.
In a move certain to fuel the debate over Obama's qualifications for the presidency, the group
"Americans for Freedom of Information" has released copies of President Obama's college
transcripts from Occidental College ...
The transcript indicates that Obama, under the name Barry Soetoro, received financial aid as a
foreign student from Indonesia while an undergraduate at the school. The transcript was released by
Occidental College in compliance with a court order in a suit brought by the group in the Superior
Court of California . The transcript shows that Obama (Soetoro) applied for financial aid and was
awarded a fellowship for foreign students from the Fulbright Foundation Scholarship program. To
qualify for this scholarship, a student must claim foreign citizenship. This document provides the
smoking gun that many of Obama's detractors have been seeking - that he is NOT a natural-born
citizen of the United States - necessary to be President of these United States. Along with the
evidence that he was first born in Kenya , here we see that there is no record of him ever applying
for US citizenship..
Gary Kreep of the United States Justice Foundation has released the results of their investigation of
Obama's campaign spending. This study estimates that Obama has spent upwards of $950,000 in
campaign funds in the past year with eleven law firms in 12 states for legal resources to block
disclosure of any of his personal records.
Mr. Kreep indicated that the investigation is still on-going but that the final report will be provided
to the U.S. attorney general, Eric Holder. Mr. Holder has refused comment on this matter.
LET OTHER FOLKS KNOW THIS NEWS - THE MEDIA WON'T!
[...]

shortly,
THE AMERICA WE DESEARVE?
WITH THE BLACK POWER EMANCIPATED AND DISCRIMINATED UNTIL JEOPARDIZE THE
PURSUIT OF THE WEALTH HEALTH AND HAPPYNESS WE DESEARVE! FAIR? AND WHO IS WHO
AND WALK THE TALK? IT COULD MAKE THE DIFFERENCE FOR THE NEXT GENERATIONS!
WHEN MR TRUMP IS ABLE TO GIVE THE BREAD ON THE TABLE TO MORE THAN 20.000 DIRECT
EMPLOYEES FOR THE TRUMP CORPORATION, COUNT THE SUBCONTRACTORS AND THE ART
OF THE DEAL, WHEN IT WORKS FOR HIM NO MATTER THE ECONOMICS, MAY WORK FOR THE
COUNTRY TOO!
Now look who's getting grilled over eligibility[...]
Read more at[...]
FAIR?
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